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Design for mixing using bubbles in branched microfluidic channels
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This letter describes a method for producing chaotic transport trajectories in planar, microfluidic
networks prepared by standard, single-step lithography and operated with a steady-state inflow of
the fluids into the device. Gaseous slugs flowing through the network produce temporal variation of
pressure distribution and lead to stretching and folding of the continuous fluid. Stabilization of the
bubbles by surface-active agents is not necessary, and the method is compatible with the wide range
of reactions performed in on-chip bioassays. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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This letter explores the use of gaseous slugs movin
branching microchannels for formation of unsteady fl
that stretch and fold the continuous liquid and cross
laminar streamlines. We show a network of branc
channels in which the size of unmixed fluid doma
decreases exponentially in the length traveled through
system. The approach is attractive for lab-on-chip app
tions for four reasons:sid it does not require multiste
lithography for preparation of the devices,sii d the smalles
features it requires are similar in size to the widths of
channels,siii d it does not involve moving parts or extern
agitation, andsivd it is, in principle, compatible with bot
aqueous and organic fluids.

Typical widths of the channelssw,100 mmd and low
flow ratessQ,1 mL/sd make microfluidics suitable for la
on-chip applications: on-chip separation,1 high-throughpu
screening,2 kinetic analysis,3 and formation of gradients fo
studies of cell response.4 Microchannels can be easily fab
cated in polymers5 and they offer a high degree of cont
over flows at low and moderate ReynoldssRed numbers.6,7

A perennial problem in microfluidics is mixing.8 When
Re,1000, turbulence is absent, and mixing occurs onl
diffusion.6 Characteristic residence times of the liq
in microfluidic devices are not large enough to ens
homogenization of the reagents by diffusion. Typical Pe
numbers are on the order of Pe<105 sPe=Q/wD,
for the diffusion constant D<10−6 cm2/sd and the
liquid would typically have to travel an impractic
distance 105w<10 m before diffusion resulted in mixing
homogeneity.

The only available strategy for improved mixing is
boost diffusional transport by enhancing the gradient
concentration. This can be achieved by introducing mi
flows that stretch and fold the liquid and decrease the ty
length scales of unmixed streams exponentially in t
which are characteristics of deterministic chaos.9 Steady
laminar flow in planar channels is approximately tw
dimensional and integrable.10 Strategies for mixing are bas
on introduction of either three-dimensional7,11 or unsteady12

flow, and while previous methods have been effective,
has disadvantages: fabrication of passive mixers req
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difficult multistep lithography, while active mixers rely
external agitation and/or moving parts that complicate
design and use.

The use of emulsions provides an attractive way
introducing temporal variations to flow in devices opera
at steady-state input. The presence of droplets or bub
which we term here slugs, has two important conseque
sid segmentation of the continuous liquid, which indu
recirculation rolls,13 and sii d increased viscous resistance
flow in the capillary or channel.14 Segmentation of the co
tinuous fluid has been studied as a means to separate
domains15 and as a method to induce recirculatory flow16 in
cylindrical capillaries. Recently, enhancement of mixing
flow segmentation was observed17 and applied to microflu
idic systems for gas-liquid18 and liquid-liquid3,19 dispersions

Here we extend this methodology by designing a m
based on the second property of slug flow: incre
resistance. Slugs traveling through the arms of a net
of branched channels provide temporal variation in the
tribution of pressures between the branches. This pre
differential leads to crossing of laminar streamlines of
continuous liquid and to exponential stretching and fold
of the interface between the two unmixed streams.

We form bubbles20 in a flow focusingsFFd geometry
fFig. 1sadg prepared in polysdimethylsiloxaned.5 The FF
region fFig. 1sadg comprises two inlet channels for the t
liquid streamsswater/glycerol/Tween20 solutions delive
from a syringe pump, Harvard Apparatus PhD2000d and a
single inlet channel for the gaseous phasesnitrogen from a
pressurized tankd. The gaseous thread periodically enters
orifice, breaks, and releases bubbles into the outlet cha
The volume of the bubble and the volume fraction of

FIG. 1. sad An optical micrograph of the flow focusing device. We deli
the continuous liquid from the two side inlets and the gas from the c
inlet channel. The gaseous thread periodically releases bubbles into t
let channel.sbd Schematic illustrations of an immiscible plug in a rectan
lar capillary. The gas-liquid interface is marked with the thick solid line,

the walls of the channel with a thin solid line.
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gaseous phase can be controlled by adjusting the pressp
applied to the gas stream and the total rate of flowQ of the
two liquid streams. We use the two inlets for the continu
fluid to supply the liquids to be mixed. In most experime
the liquids contained 2%sw/wd Tween20 surfactant, an
for visualization purposes, one of the liquids contained
sWaterman black inkd. The flow rates of the transpare
liquid qt and the black liquidqb were equal:qt=qb=Q/2.

Large parts of the surface of the slug are separated
the wall of the channel only by a thin wetting film of t
continuous fluid, and the slug does not fill the cross sec
of the channel entirely14 fFig. 1sbdg. The thin films of liquid
between the slug and the walls of the channel lea
increased viscous dissipation and the speeduslug of the slug
does not match the mean velocityumean=Q/A of the hos
fluid. There are two consequences of this disparity. F
the flow of the continuous fluid can be divided into t
contributions: the “slug” flowQslug, which is flow at a mea
velocity of the slug,Qslug=Auslug; and the flow in the “leaky
cornersQcorner=Q−Qslug. The portion of the continuous flu
that is confined between the slugs develops convection
fFig. 2sadg which were previously used for mixing.3,16,18,19

Here, we exploit the second property of slug flow—increa
resistance to flow—to mix the continuous fluid. Our sys
comprises a single channel interrupted by “units” of
channels running in parallelfFig. 2sbdg. For a Newtonian
fluid, the resistanceRS to flow in capillaries at low to mod
erate Reynolds number is described by the Hagen-Pois
equation,RS=Dp/Q, whereDp is the pressure drop alo
the capillary of lengthL. RS depends on the viscositym
of the fluid and on the hydrodynamic radiusrh of the channe
sRS=mL / rh

4 for capillaries of nearly-square cross sect
rh<wd. The pressure drop per unit lengthDp* is a function
of the externally controlled flow rate and the resistance o
channel,Dp* =RSQ/L. A slug introduced into a rectangu
capillary increases its resistance to flow,14 and the pressu
drop across the lengthlb of the bubble is larger thanlbDp* .
We can associate the presence of the bubble in a cap
with a positive contribution to its resistance,R=RS+nRb,
where Rb is the effective increase in resistance per bu

FIG. 2. sad Schematic illustration of the streamlines of the continuous
in a reference frame traveling at the speeduslug of the slugsthe walls trave
at −uslug and the plugs are stationaryd. Portion of the host fluid bypasses
bubble through the corners of the capillary; the remaining part recircu
and forms convection rolls.sbd A single unit of the bubble micromixer—
channel that branches and recombines.scd Bubble coming to the branchin
units chooses the arm characterized by the lower resistance. The
increases the resistance of the channel and the following plug flows in
opposite armsdd.
and n is the number of bubbles in the capillary.
Downloaded 16 Jun 2005 to 213.135.39.31. Redistribution subject to AIP
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In the simplest designfFig. 2sbdg of the mixer the two
parallel channels have equal lengths and cross sec
and their resistances are equalRleftsn=0d<Rrightsn=0d.
The pressure drop along each arm is the same, and s
the rates of inflow of the liquid into the two arm
qleft /qright=Rright/Rleft<1. When a bubble reaches
junction, it flows into the arm characterized by low
resistance,21,22 fthe right channel in Fig. 2scdg. The presenc
of the bubble increases resistance to flow in the right cha
Rright=Rrights0d+Rb, and the next bubble flows into the l
arm fFig. 2sddg. The system exhibitsmemory; bubbles
remaining in the branching region “encode” the resista
of the two parallel arms.23

Figure 3sad shows a micrograph of the micromixer.
the absence of bubbles, the two streamssblack and cleard
repeatedly split into the left and right armssqleft=qblack, and
qright=qcleard and recombine, flowing laminarly witho
significant broadening of the interface. When we introd
slugs into the networkfFig. 3sbdg, the resistances of th
channels in each parallel set are no longer equal. If ther
more bubbles in the left channel,Rleft.Rright, so that les
liquid flows into the left channel:qleft /qright=Rright/Rleft,1.
Since the black and clear liquids are supplied at equal r
some of the black liquid flows into the rightsoriginally en-
tirely cleard arm. The ratio of the resistances in the para
channels changes each time a bubble enters or leave
unit, so the system periodically sends volumes of b
liquid into the clear arm and vice versa. This oscillation
the inflow of each stream into the arms stretches and
the interface between the clear and black liquids. The c
distribution across the single channel after the first mi
unit fFig. 3sddg shows two distinctive maxima, which ind
cates crossing of the streamlines of the continuous fluid

In order to assess whether the flow satisfies the crit9

of a properly designed mixer, we perform the follow
estimate and we verify it by quantifying the concentra
profiles along the channel. We postulate that each bran
unit doubles the area of interface between the two liq
and the overall increase is exponential in the dist
traveled downstream. We estimate the number of

le
e

FIG. 3. Optical micrographs of the micromixer.sad Laminar flow withou
bubbles.sbd Plugs flowing through the network. In the first branching
tion, there are two bubbles in the left arm and one bubble in the right
The lower resistance in the right arm redirects a portion of the black l
into the rightsoriginally cleard channel. The dashed lines mark the posit
at which we measured the intensity profile across the width of the cha
Normalized intensity profiles are shown in insetsscd–sfd, with the las
profile—which indicates homogeneous distribution of the dye in
channel—measured after the sixth unit.
needed to mix the two liquids by comparing the average
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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distance between two black-clear interfacesdinter,w2−l/a

swhere l is the length traveled downstream anda is the
arc length of the arm in the branching sectiond and the
diffusional length scaleddiff =stDd1/2 swith time t related to
distancel = tQ/w2 traveled downstreamd. We assume mixin
to homogeneity at distancelmix at whichdinter=ddiff , leading
to lmix/a=s2 ln 2d−1fln Pe−lnslmix/wdg with Pe=Q/Dw=105

for Q=1 mL/s, D=10−6 cm2/s, and w=100mm. If we
neglect the term lnslmix/wd, which is small in compariso
to ln Pe, we obtainlmix/a<8. In accordance with th
assumption of exponential folding, this predictionslmix/ad is
largely insensitive to the initial value of the Peclet num
lmix/a<7 for Pe=104 and lmix/a<10 sPe=106d.

We performed experiments with a range of flow ra
QP s5310−3,0.5d mL/s, and two different viscosities of th
host fluid mP s0.9,13d mPa s. We measured the intens
profiles Isyd of light across the channel after each mix
unit fFigs. 3scd–3sfdg, and we quantified mixing by dividin
the standard deviation ofIsyd by its mean value
s* =sfIsydg / kIsydl. A value of s* =0.5 indicates unmixe
streams, ands* =0 signifies complete mixing. In agreem
with our estimates, we observe homogenization of the
aqueous streams within ten branching units. The sy
behaves similarly over the whole range of Reyno
fReP s10−2,102dg and Peclet fPeP s103,106dg numbers
tested in our experimentssFig. 4d. These results confirm o
assumption of exponential folding of the liquid domains,
they demonstrate the efficiency9 of our branched chann
mixer. We observe that the device mixes efficiently
volume fractions of the gaseous phasef.0.1, below which
value mixing efficiency drops substantially.

We have presented a design for mixing adjacent stre

FIG. 4. Standard deviation of the intensity profile as a function of pos
along the channel network. Unit index equal to zero corresponds t
profile obtained upstream of the first unitfas in Fig. 2scdg. s* =0.5 signifies
unmixed streams, whiles* =0 corresponds to fully homogenized liqu
Behavior of the system does not change over a wide range of the ra
flow QP s5310−3,0.5d mL/s and viscositymP s1,13d mPa s of the hos
fluid. This is consistent with the model assuming exponential increase
area of interface between the two liquid streams. The volume fraction
slugs in the network wasf<0.5, 0.2, 0.15, and 0.2 forQ
=0.5,0.05,0.005mL/s sm=0.9 mPa sd andQ=0.005mL/s sm=0.9 mPa sd,
respectively.
in branched microfluidic channels that uses gaseous slug

Downloaded 16 Jun 2005 to 213.135.39.31. Redistribution subject to AIP
s

to create unsteady flow conditions in a planar microcha
network. This mixing strategy is simple, and has the po
tial to be used for the design of simple micromixers for c
effective lab-on-chip applications.
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